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Imagine you take part in a bidding process and receive a GAEB file with thousands of lines. Wouldn't it be 

nice to import this file into your Business Central at the push of a button to create your bid? Then simply 

export the offer again in GAEB format for your customer. 

Highlights

⚫ Quotation calculation incl. version management

The integrated version management helps you to understand what has changed since you submitted your

offer. Quotations can be revised and exported several times.

⚫ Sales order incl. supplement recording

The GAEB project can be easily managed with the extended sales order. You can use it to create purchase

orders, plan demand, create sales invoices or generate supplements and export them as a GAEB file.

⚫ Easy import and export

Tenders are imported into Business Central in "GAEB 90", "GAEB 2000" and "GAEB XML" formats. The

presentation here is clearly laid out in a tree structure and for fast and easy processing in a planning book

sheet.

⚫ Multi-level parts list

„Dummy articles" without stock value can be used, if no article is available yet. The sales price for each

article is calculated using a multi-level BOM. This allows you to create and calculate an individual bill of

material for each line, even if the dummy articles are the same.

⚫ GAEB position line mapping

For an efficient import, articles can already be assigned via the unit and/or a description filter in the position

lines.

Calculate directly in Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central, even across several levels, and benefit 

from the simple data exchange of tenders and offers.
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Certified competence for Microsoft Dynamics 365! This app is an official product of the cooperation 

between KUMAVISION (Germany, Austria, Switzerland) and EOS Solutions (Italy). Together, the two 

companies form one of the world's leading providers of business solutions based on Microsoft 

Dynamics.

Your Benefits

More information & Contact

https://kumavision.com/en/microsoft-dynamics-365/apps/gaeb-schnittstelle

⚫ Simple and clear quote calculation with the planning book sheet

⚫ One-click creation of offers, quotes and orders from the planning book sheet

⚫ Continuous presentation of the contribution margin and project success during costing

⚫ Maximum time savings through data import and export at the click of a mouse

⚫ No transmission errors due to omission of manual data acquisition

⚫ Exact and simple calculation incl. surcharges, overheads and profit margins 

⚫ Clear version management of tenders and offers

You can use the “GAEB Interface & Calculation” App in Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central or optimized 

with the KUMAVISION industry solution "project365" for professional services (based on Microsoft Dynamics 365 

Business Central). Here it perfectly complements the administration of GAEB-relevant projects.

You’d like to know more about project365? → https://kumavision.com/en/microsoft-dynamics-365/apps/project365

Extension of KUMAVISION project365
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